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ABSTRACT

Human factors engineering, which is an integral part of the

advanced remote control development activities at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, is described. First, work at the Remote Systems Development

Facility (RSDF) has shown that operators can perform a wide variety of

tasks, some of which were not specifically designed for rerrote systems,

with a dextrous electronic force-reflecting servomanipulator and good

television remote viewing capabilities. Second, the data collected

during mock-up remote maintenance experiments at the RSDF have been

analyzed to provide guidelines for the design of human interfaces with

an integrated advanced remote maintenance system currently under

development. Guidelines have been provided for task allocation between

operators, remote viewing systems, and operator controls.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Spent Fuel Management and
Reprocessing Systems, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract No.
W-7405-eng-26 with Union Carbide Corporation.



1. INTBXUCTIQN
»

This paper describes human factors engineering at "he Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) in the Consolidated Riel Reprocessing

Program's (CFRP) Remote Control Engineering (RCE) Task and presents some

selected accomplishments.

Designs '...'• \ .- loped in the CFfiP for future reprocessing

facilities \ ucilize large hot cells where radiation levels make

remote operations and maintenance imper;itive. The RCE overall effort

includes conceptual design and development of advanced teleoperator

systems based on electronic force-reflect ing servomanipulators with

associated advanced remote viewing capabilities. The human operator is

an active system component; consequently, human operator characteristics

are .important design parameters involved in the overall system design.

Human activity will include perception of displays (i.e., closed-circuit

television scenes from the hot cell), information processing and

decision making (i.e., planning repairs), and controlling system

components (i.e., servomanipulators). Therefore, design and development

must integrate human perceptual, information processing, and control

capabilities into the system so that the most efficient use is made of

thes<~ capabilities, while accommodating any human limitations.

Hie ICE human factors engineering effort has had two major thrusts.

First, the Remote Systems Development Facility (RSDF) has been set up

and used to evaluate operator performance in typical, remote maintenance

and repair tasks using electronic force-reflecting servomanipulators and

remote television viewing. The combination of force-reflecting

servomanipulators, television-viewing, and an overhead transporter is



thought to approximate the capabilities of wall-mounted master/slave

manipulators while allowing coverage of large cell regions. The

experiments performed generally verify this notion. In addition, the

ICE task is addressing a full gamut of advanced remote maintenance

subsystem from a ne.v generation, remotely maintainable servomanipulator

to electronic multiplexing systcxas that reduce cable handling and

containment penetration reouirti-ents. The second hirean factors engineering

+hrust has involved using RSDF equipment and operation to generate data

and specifications for the design of an integrated maintenance system.

An advanced operator station is being developed in order to incorporate

maximum benefit from human factors engineering. While human factors

information from military, industrial, and nuclear settings can provide

some very useful input (i.e., for visual display design guidelines), the

specific requirements for integrating operators into rorote systems are

just being developed for this integrated system.

2. REMOTE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FACILITY (RSDF)

The RSDF is a key experimental tool for the evaluation of remote

equipment and techniques. The facility is located in Cell E of the

Thorium-Uranium Recycle Facility (TURF) at ORNL. TURF was constructed

in the 1960s, although it was designed for full remote maintenance and

operations using vintage overhead bridge cranes and unilateral power

manipulators (e.g., PaR model 2000), Cell E has never actually been used

for radioactive operations. Thus, TURF provides a realistic environment

for remote technology development.

At present, the RSDF consists of three parts: (1) in-cell handling,

television viewing, and power and signal transmission equipment; (2) a

remotely located control roan with servomanipulator master controllers



and a full complement of displays and controls; and (3) various tooling

in:! v/ork task mock-ups. The essential features of the RSDF are

.junmarized in Table I. Considerable detail on the overhead transporter

system are presented in Ref. 2. Figure 1 shows the general layout of

the remote control roan, and Fig. 2. shows the servcmanipulator slaves

and articulated television viewing caiTieras mounted on the overhead

transporter telescoping tube.

The general layout of the work task area, including views of some

o.t the generic tasks sunmarized in Table 1, is shewn in Fig. 3. Hie

generic work tasks were selected based upon a survey and analysis of the

process equn' ̂ nent maintenance requirements that are expected in the next

3

generation advanced fuel reprocessing facilities. The task mock-ups

were designed to balance the trade-off between accurate representation

••.<•'' key remote features and fabrication cost.

3. EVALUATION OF OPERATOR PERFORMANCE AT THE RSDF

Hie first thrust of activities at the RSDF involved the evaluation

of. operator performance using the electronic force-reflecting servo-

manipulator, remote viewing tasks, and other subsystems described in the

previous section.

3.1 Task Demonstration Format

Five engineering technicians from ORNL participated in the

evaluation. Two operators were complete novices, with no manipulator

experience, and one operator with minimal manipulator experience; these

three were considered inexperienced. Two of the operators were well

experienced. None of the operators had experience with the RSDF system

before this studj .



Table 1. Basic features of the RSDF

1. Hot Cell Size: Length = 6.1 m (20 ft)
Width = 6.1 m (20 ft)
Height = 6.1 m (20 ft)
Wall thickness = 1.7 m (5.5 ft)

2. Remote handling equipment:

2.1 Overhead transporter
Bridge, carriage travel = 6.1 m (20 ft)
Telescoping tube hoist = 5.2 m (17 ft)
Microprocessor (Intel 80S0)-based 3-axis servocontrol
DC servo drives on. all 3 axes

2.2 Servornanipulators
Dual TeleOperator Systems SM-229s

Hoist mounted
7 degrees of freedom, force-reflecting
9-kg (20-lb) capacity; 1-kg (2-lb) force threshold
Analog electronics

2.3 T\7 viewing
2 wall-mounted color cameras with pan, tilt, and zoom
Dual, 4 degrees of freedom (pan, tilt, r, 0), tube hoist-
mounted color cameras
Subsea Stereo viewing system

3. Remote operations control roan: [2nd floor, about 20-m (65-ft)
cabling separation]

3.1 Servomanipulator master controllers
Dual TOS SI.J-229 replica masters, dual

3.2 Overhead transporter and TV control panel
Transporter joystick controls
TV monitor/camera select
Remote lighting cor+^cls
Camera lens controls (zoom, iris, focus)
Camera position controls (pan, tilt, r, 6)

3.3 Computer-based collision avoidance monitor
Color graphics display of overhead transfer with respect
to cell equipment map
Tektronix Model 4027



3.4 .TV displays
2 x 2 cluster monitor, 22.86-em (9-in.) black and white
displays
63.5-an (25-in.) color monitor
121.92-an (48-in.) wide screen color projection monitor
Complete monitor/camera selection switching

4. Supervisory computer:

Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/34
128 K memory
2 RLO1 disk storage units

RSX-11M operating system
Prijnarily K>KTRAN software
Functions: (1) collision avoidance

(2) transporter automatic positioning functions:
-absolute caimmicls
-teach/playback
-terminal-based control with cursors

(3) servomanipulator duty cycle data storage and
analysis

5. Tooling and generic ta*;k setups-::

5.1 Miscellaneous hand tools
Electric impact wrench

5.2 Generic work task mock-ups
In-line instrument package (fluid-line and electrical
connectors)
Horizontal shaft motor, 190 W (1/4 hp)
Diaphragm-actuated control valve, 1.2 cm (1/2 in.)
76 cm (30-in.) bolted flange
15 an (6-in.) bolted flange
TRU tubing service jumpers
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On loan to ORNL from the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.
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5. RSDF - REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEM

DUAL TV-VIEWING
SYSTEM
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The demonstration had two phases. In Phase 1, operators were

introduced to the RSDF system by performing three very simple pegboard

tasks. In the secoM phase, they were trained to perform the rsnote

maintenance tasks listed in Section 5.2 of Table 1. Each trial took one

hour, and each operator completed one or two trials per week.

Data collected included time to complete tasks both remotely and

directly, operator's hand position, direction of operator gaze

(indicating monitor use), the camera positions, and operator's body

posture variations.

3.2 Demonstration Conclusion

The demonstration showed that operators can learn to successfully

and efficiently perform the designated tasks with the RSDF system. The

tasks varied in difficulty; and because they were not specifically

designed for remote operations, they sometimes presented slave/task/tool

interface problems. For example, in earlier trials operators would drop

objects or allow the power wrench to slip. However, they soon learned to

grasp objects with correct orientation and firm grip and to avoid

problem positions and forces. They also learned to correctly interpret

visual depth cues on monitors (e.g., shadows and object orientation

compared to slave orientation) and to make full use of camera zoom to

reduce misalignment and under/overreaching errors.

A performance quantification method was needed to characterize both

the demonstration and the comparison with wall-mounted master/slave

manipulator system with shielded viewing windows. Historically, operators

perform tasks with these systems about eight times more slowly than they

perform the same tasks "hands on" (i.e., in direct contact with the

task). Time ratios (dividing task performance time with the RSDF
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electronic servomanipulator system by hands on time) was selected as an

appropriate comparison base. However, wall-mounted mechanical master/

slave systems are iixed and do not involve a moving transporter or crane

system. To make the comparison clearer, tasks were divided into the

three categories listed below according to the percentage of task time

spent in transporter/crane use.

1. Pure manipulator tasks, transporter/crane not used: for

example, diaphragm-actuated control valve task.

2. Manipulator use >90% task time, crane transporter <10£> time:

for example, instrument'package and 6-in. flange tasks.

3. Manipulator use >70% task time, transporter range <3O5c time;

for example, motor mount and 30 in. flange tasks.

Separate ratios were calculated for each task category and for

experienced and inexperienced operators (since the former could be

presumed to perform taste faster). Results are shown in Table 2.

Experienced operators performed the purely manipulative task about

eight times more slowly than with direct contact. For the limited

operator sample size and specific work represented in these experiments,

experienced operators using electronic force-reflecting servoran:pulators

and television viewing duplicate the performance of window-mounted

master/slave systems. In addition, the results show that ratios range

from 13 to 39 when the task involves 10 to 30% crane/transport motion.

These results fortify .the viability of the "Remotex" concept, which is

believed to be one of the major improvements that can be realized in

future reprocessing1 plants.

The RSDF data were collected under mono television conditions,

which eliminated all binocular depth cues. One might conclude that

tasks should therefore take longer than when done under shielded window
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Table 2. Relative time ratios for manipulator use based on task
characteristics and experienced and inexperienced operators

Relative Time Ratios
Experienced Inexperienced

Task Characteristics Operators Operators

Pure manipulator
tasks 8 12

<90% manipulator use 13 27

<70% manipulator use 23 39
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conditions.' However, the present data suggest that experienced operators

can adapt to electronic servomanipulators with television viewing and

operate with nearly the same efficiency as shielded window systems. It

is indeed possible that TV viewing may enhance task performance in some

cases since viewing perspective (angle, zoom) can be varied for best

results while shielded-window viewing is more restrictive due to the

fixed relationship between the cell and window.

Task time is also obviously affected by operator experience.

Future attention should therefore be paid to operator training since

there are cost trade-offs involved between keeping operators in a highly

trained state and increased repair time.

. 4. DATA AND SPECIFICATION PDR ADVANCED
INTEGRATED JftlNTENANCE SYSTEM

The second thrust of RCE human factors engineering has involved

using RSDF equipment and operations to generate data and specifications

for human interface with the Advanced Integrated Maintenance System

(AIMS). Three of these areas are discussed below.

1. Task allocation.

2. Remote viewing system degrees of freedom.

3. Design of an efficient, nonfatiguing hand controller.

4.1 Task Allocation

Questions were addressed involving the optimal crew size and

allocation of tasks between crew members. The RSDF experience showed

that two operators (one for the manipulator and the other for

transporters, cameras, and lights) can work efficiently in parallel,

rather than in a less efficient sequential mode required for a single

operator. For example, the secondary operator usually anticipates the
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camera viewing needs of the manipulator cperator and supplies all
*

necessary visual information without the manipulator operator having to

stop and ask. When one operator performs all functions in the control

room, about 33% of task time is spent on non-manipulative functions (for

example, controlling transporter, cameras, lights). Allocation of

these latter functions to a second operator allows both operators to

work in an efficient parallel mode. The RSDF experience suggests that

the advanced control room be designed for a two-person crew.

4.2 Remote Viewing Systans: Degrees of Freedom

Specifications were needed concerning the remote viewing envelope

and range of camera motion for on-board cameras. The on-board cameras

were therefore fixed in positions that previous research had shown to

be optimal for small-volume tasks: one camera 45° lateral, the other in

the mid-line between the slave arms; both cameras were angled down at

about 45° (see Fig. 4). As discussed in Section 3.2, operators were

able to perform all taste efficiently at these camera positions. In

addition, operators allowed to control camera location generally

preferred about the same location. This suggests that the advanced

systems can be designed with fixed on-board cameras, eliminating extend

and rotate, but keeping pan and tilt rather than the present four

degrees-of-freedom positioning arm arrangement.

4.3 Design Criteria for the Manipulator Master Controller Handle

Guidelines were needed regarding an efficient, non-fatiguing hand

grip for the advanced system. A hand grip that would be used frequently

by both hands at the same time would be a different shape (i.e., comfortably

designed to support two hands) from a handle that was rarely used in a
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two-handed fashion. Accordingly, data were collected during RSDF

operation concerning the percentage of time operators had both hands on

one master, and are sunmarized in Fig. 5. When performing all tasks

except "motor mount," operators had both hands on one master for about

half of the task time. For the motor mount task, they had both hands on

about 20% of the time. Further analysis showed that this "two-handed

operation," which was not generally related to operator experience,

usually consisted of the appropriate hand in a controlling mode on its

master (i.e., operator's right hand in a controlling mode on the right

master, or left hand in a controlling mode or left master) and the other

hand used in a steadying or supporting mode. However, about 13% of the

time the operator had crossed hands and was using the right hand to

control (not support) the left master, or, less frequently, the left

hand to control the right master. These data may be manipulator dependent

(to be further evaluated), but do suggest that such handles be designed

so they comfortably facilitate two-handed usage, and any handle-mounted

(switches) controls be located for access by the thumb or fingers of

either hand.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Human factors engineering has been described as :m integral part of

advanced remote control development at ORNL. Work at the RSDF has shown

that operators can achieve performances comparable to wall-mounted

master/slave manipu]ators with shielded viewing windows, using force-

reflecting electronic servomanipulators and television viewing. In

addition, RSDF equipment and operations have generated useful data and

specifications for human interface with advanced integrated maintenance

systems.
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